
THE GEOGRAPHY FRONT – A World Geography Tournament 

MODERATOR: Rounds consist of 30 questions. There are 3 tiebreakers to be used only in case of a tie. If for any reason a tossup 
needs to be thrown out, please request a replacement from the tournament director. This tournament uses an early-answer reward 
system called “boost marks.” A correct answer given as a result of a buzz made as the boldened text is read will be rewarded with 20 
points, all other answers will receive 10 points. Incorrect answers given before the end of the question will receive a 5-point penalty. 

 

Round 11 

 

1. This city’s two districts are connected by Wolfgang Pass. A collection hosted by its Grosses Jaenatsch Haus displays 
artifacts of a population that buried its dead in Waldfriedhof (VALD-freed-hof) Cemetery in its Heimatsmuseum 
(HAI-mats-mu-zeum). A structure that connects Schmitten and Filisur up the valley from this location is the curved, 
6-arched, 200-foot tall Landwasser (LAND-vas-ser) Viaduct on the Albula Railway. This city, which is divided into its 
Dorf and Platz districts, shares an event with the nearby town of Klosters. This city’s Walser Immigrants have displaced its 
original Rhaeto-Romantic culture, which was pushed into the adjacent Engadin Valley. Thomas Mann wrote Der Zauberberg 
while visiting this city which also contains the largest museum devoted to the work of Ernst Kirchner. A declaration signed at 
a conference in this city resolved the 1987 Aegean Dispute, preventing war between Turkey and Greece. FTP, name this ski 
resort city in Graubunden Canton, Switzerland known for hosting the annual World Economic Forum. 

Answer: Davos or Tavau 

2. The northern Dhareeba region of these mountains contains the Al Radom National Park and centers on the Jebel 
Gurgei. This range is the southernmost vent system of a volcanic trend which also includes the Meidob Hills and the 
Kutum Volcanic Field, and climaxes at saltwater “female” and freshwater “male” crater lakes which are separated by 
the cone of the Idwa. The southwest flowing Bahr Salamat originates in these mountains on the border of Tawilla and 
Nertiti, and its southern drainage eventually reaches the Bahr al-Arab. The rim of the Deriba Crater is the highest point in 
this range, the stronghold of the Justice and Equality Movement, who are fighting the Janjaweed (JAN-ja-weed). FTP, name 
this mountain range located between Nyala and Abéché that forms the divide between the Lake Chad and Nile watersheds, 
located on the border of North and South Darfur, the highest point in the Sudan. 

Answer: Jabal Marrah 

3. As it approaches its namesake “front,” this watercourse passes through a strait whose edges are shaped by an island 
that is the endemic home of the nioiebine (ni-OI-e-been) orchid and an island that was the first known location of 
bioluminescent “heavenly light” mushrooms. Flagrant spawning of pelagic species such as Skipjack tuna despite a 
lack of surficial nutrients is known as this watercourse’s “paradox.” After sustaining the northernmost coral reefs in the 
world, its course shifts east to the north of an island that hosts the Beru Castle. It begins that section by bursting through the 
Yonaguni Gap. In the winter it receives the Oya Current, and in summer, it shifts west to become the Tsushima Current as it 
passes through the Korea Strait. FTP, name this thermohaline current which forms the northwestern component of the North 
Pacific Gyre as it flows from the Northern Philippines along the western side of the Ryuku Islands to its namesake nation. 

Answer: Kuroshio Current or Japan Current or Black Current 

4. The Aravalli Hills bound this ecosystem on the northeast, west of which it grades into the cholistan. Low hills called 
bhakars are common to this area, and are surrounded by plains of khajri trees. A former maritime extension known as 
the Rann of Kutch approaches this area from the south, and it includes many playas known locally as dhands such as the 
Kuragodha. Pokaran is a former nuclear test site in this wilderness area. The Marusthali Region is the driest portion of this 
desert. The Meherengarh Fortress is located in this desert over its chief settlement of Jodhpur. FTP, name this desert on the 
border of Pakistan and India. 

Answer: Thar Desert or Great Indian Desert 

5. Much of this country’s coastal population dwells in Barasti settlements built of interwoven palm fronds, and its city of 
Karbabad specializes in palm frond basketry. This country contains a 16th Century Portuguese fort that is its nation’s 
namesake Qalat, but its native rulers issued decrees from its Arad Fort. A ‘Ghaf tree found near the summit of its 
highest point, the Mountain of Smoke, may survive by tapping what remains of this country’s Dammam Aquifer, and is 
known as the Tree of Life. A monument in this nation’s capital consisted of five hyperbolic pillars topped by a giant pearl, 
but was destroyed in 2011. The natural gas bearing Hawar Islands were recently awarded to this nation, though its main 



oilfield, Awali, is rapidly depleting. This nation’s airport is in Al-Muharraq, and the King Fahd Causeway connects it to its 
western neighbor. FTP, name this nation in the Persian Gulf with capital Manama. 

Answer: Kingdom of Bahrain or Mamlakat al-Bahrayn 

6. A gateway town for this preserve contains the Santo Torbio Monastery, which houses the Lignum Crucis, the largest 
piece of the true cross. This preserve’s signature animal is the Rebeco, a local variant of the chamois which also names 
the fourth deepest cave in these mountains. The Torca del Cerro in this preserve is listed as the 8th deepest cave in the 
world, and its mile-deep Cares Gorge supplies hydroelectric power to Camarmeña (ka-mar-MEN-ya). These mountains are 
divided into the eastern Andara, the western Peaks of Cornion, and its highest section, which is reached via the cable car 
Fuente De. The first unit of this park centered on Lakes Enol and Ercina, known as the Lakes of Covadonga. These 
mountains’ most prominent peak is the Naranjo de Bulnes (na-RAN-ho de BUL-nes). FTP, name this national park 
surrounding a limestone massif in the Cantabrian Alps that is home to its highest mountain, Torre de Cerredo, Spain’s first 
national park. 

Answer: Peaks of (Picos de) Europa (prompt on “Gran Cantabrica” Preserve) 

7. A bay near this city lies over the Posorja (po-SOR-ha) and Jambeli (ham-BE-li) detachment zones, and experiences 
earthquakes from the Point Santa Clara fault. Samanes and Cerro Blanco are forested parks in this city. This city’s 
cathedral stands in a park containing a sculpture of two fighting boars which is known for its population of iguanas. 
The Isla Santay is a large island between this city and the city of Duran. An important literary district along Calle Numa 
Pompilius Llona (NOO-ma pom-PIL-ius YO-na) is located beneath the Fortin del Cerro, which defends this city from atop 
Santa Ana Hill. The National Union Bridge connects the peninsular city of Samborondón (sam-bo-ron-DON) to this city, 
which lies at the junction of the Daule and Babahoyo (ba-ba-O-yo) Rivers. This city’s center is marked by the Torre Morisco, 
a clock tower. This city’s Rotunda Monument commemorates an 1822 meeting between Jose de San Martin and Simon 
Bolivar. FTP, name this city whose center is the riverfront malecón square adjacent to the colonial area, Las Peñas, upstream 
of Puerto Maritimo, the chief Ecuadorian port city. 

Answer: Guayaquil 

8. This territory’s original inhabitants left the rock carvings of Plessis at its Vieux-Habitants (vyoo ha-bi-TANTS). This 
territory’s La Porte d’Enfer is a long lagoon whose entrance features clashing waves. The Pointe des Chateaux is a 
peninsula that extends to its east, while the Pointe de la Grande Vigie is its northern extremity. Grande Découverte 
(de-koo-VERT) and Mt. Sans Toucher give rise to the Moustique (mu-STEEK) and Goyaves (go-YAVS) Rivers in this 
territory. Its Church of St. Peter and Paul is known as the Iron Cathedral and uses girders rather than buttresses to protect it 
from hurricanes. A national park contains its Chutes de Carbet, which plunge from the Soufriére (SU-FRER) Volcano. The 
Salée River and the Large and Small Cul-de-Sac Bays give its main islands a shape which gives it its alternate name, Le 
Papillon. FTP, Marie Galante and La Désirade are the smaller islands of what overseas French department with largest city 
Pointe-à-Pitre and capital Basse-Terre? 

Answer: Guadeloupe 

9. This river is the principal source of the alluvial form of the “Pigeon’s Blood” variety of its most lucrative mineral, as 
its prospecting site lies downstream of a town also known for its violet spinel. A lava bank near Kabwet interrupts an 
almost straight section of this river, forcing it west into a gorge to the north of Kyaukmyaung, and it enters another of its 
defiles to the south of the aforementioned ruby mining town of Mogok. The Languela Glacier provides most of the meltwater 
for this river’s parent tributary the Nmai, which joins the Mali River north of its northernmost navigable point at Myitkina. 
The Sittang River may be an ancient distributary of this river whose delta is defined by the southern foothills of the Pegu and 
Rakhine Mountains. This river receives its main tributary, the Chindwin, south of the ancient capital of Mandalay. FTP, name 
this principal river of Myanmar. 

Answer: Irrawaddy 

10. This commodity was known to the Chinese as Ruxiang (ru-hsiang) and a trade route reached its port of Sanfoqi (san-
fo-chi) during the Song Dynasty. An escarpment running from Cal Madow to Karkaar bears the name of this 
substance. A museum in Salalah is devoted to this substance which Pliny stated was traded along a series of eight 
oases each one day apart. A sea route involving this commodity which began in Wadi Dawkah involved the ports of Khor 
Rori and Al-Balid, while a land route passed through Wadi Hadramaut, was taxed by Shibam, and ended after passing 
through cities like Mamshit, Avdat, Haluza and Shivta in the Negev Desert. An inscription on the tomb of Hatshepsut 
discusses an expedition to Punt to acquire this commodity. FTP, name this spiced resin sourced from Boswellia groves in 
Somalia and Yemen which, along with gold and myrrh, was offered by three magi on a visit to the Christ child. 



Answer: Frankincense or Olibanum 

11. These animals typically congregate around Lola and Mushukula (mu-shu-KU-la) in the short dry season of their 
habitat from May to July. A ceremony involving a journey of a king from Liminlunga (li-min-LUN-ga) to Limalui, the 
Kuomboka (kwom-BO-ka), parallels a biannual event involving these animals which attracts apex predators. In their 
largest continuous range, these animals forage mainly on Borgu millet and vossia grasses of a plain that begins at a four-way 
confluence involving the Kashiki and Kabompo Rivers. In another area, crocodiles await the arrival of these animals at the 
Grumeti River. One national park which protects these animals stretches between the tributaries of the Luambimba (lwam-
BIM-ba) and the Luanginga (lwan-GIN-ga), and another surrounds the Tarangire ecosystem. Tsessebe often accompany a 
mass movement of these animals, which crosses the swamps of the Lungwebungu (lung-we-BUN-gu) onto the Barotse Plain, 
and typically begins in May or November with the Zambezi River floods. FTP, name this animal known for its migrations in 
the Liuwa Plains of Zambia, which is second only to those of Kenya’s Masai Mara. 

Answer: (blue) wildebeest or gnu 

12. A ruined hand sculpture that emerges from this body of water commemorates the loss of the barque Pajtás (pay-
TAS). An island castle once existed in this body of water at Fonyód. The rolling wine country to the north of this body 
of water includes the extinct Badacsony (ba-da-CHO-nee) Volcano, part of the Bakony Mountains. This body of water 
began as a chain of lakes conjoined by erosion of ridges like the Szantodi (san-TO-di) and Tihanyi Peninsulas, which restrict 
it to roughly half a mile wide in its northeast. The main river feeding this body of water, the Zala, is known for its forty 
watermills. A palace on this body of water was called Helicon Hall by its founder George Festetics (fe-STE-tich) and is 
located in its western town of Keszthely (kes-THE-lee). The main outflow is controlled by a canal at Siófok, the largest town 
on the south of this lake which is located southwest of the city of Székesfehérvár (se-KES-fe-HER-var), FTP, name this large 
lake in Hungary sometimes called the Magyar (MAD-yar) Sea. 

Answer: Lake Balaton 

13. The braided, mangrove-dominated channels of this river form grassy islets known as banto faros, and its lower course 
receives marshy creeks like the Bintang Bolon. One of this river’s upper tributaries protects the giant derby eland as 
it joins it in Niokolo-Koba (nyo-KO-lo KO-ba) National Park, while the Sandougou (san-DU-gu) joins this river 
between Bansang and Diabugu (ja-BOO-goo). This river flows past the massive Wassu Stone Circles north of 
Kuntaur. Baboon Island is the access point for this river’s namesake national park west of Jangjang Bureh. The 
former Courland colony of James Island houses a slave-trading fort in this river, which shipped one slave on the Lord 
Ligonier from Jufureh to Annapolis; that island is now named for that slave, Kunta Kinteh. The Albert Market and the 
Quadrangle lie opposite MacCarthy Square on a capital city on this river. FTP, name this river of west Africa which defines a 
nation of the Mandinka people with capital Banjul. 

Answer: Gambia River 

14. A sculpture of a bear ripping open an anthill is found in Karhu Park in this city’s Kallio District, which also contains 
a mirror coated sphere called The Symbol. The curving metallic Kiasma is a modern art museum in this city. This 
city’s Great Church on its Senate Square is one of the many neoclassical structures designed by Carl Ludwig Engel 
following a fire in 1808. A museum in this city was the first to purchase a van Gogh painting, Street in Auvers-sur-Oise, but 
is more famous for a triptych depicting a national epic painted by Akseli Gallen-Kallela. This city was built at the mouth of 
the Vantaa River to compete with a member of the Hanseatic League that was once known as Reval, and after being 
conquered by a neighboring nation replaced Turku as provincial capital. FTP, name this city whose concert hall was 
completed by Alvar Aalto, and whose train station was designed by Eliel Saarinen, the capital of Finland. 

Answer: Helsinki 

15. The Xicalango (shi-ka-LAN-go) Fields are a large source of natural gas on this peninsula. A style of architecture 
defined by its Puuc Hills is visible in buildings like Codz Poop, The Palace of the Masks, and the Nunnery. The 
Temple of the Seven Dolls is found at a site which once mined salt at its Laguna Rosa, part of its Las Coloradas, or 
Pink Lakes. Another settlement on this peninsula is located around the lake Manxoc (MAN-shok) and once controlled the 
port of Xel-Há (shel-HA). Point Allen and Point Herrero enclose the two major maritime indentations of this landmass, 
Espiritu Santo Bay and Ascenscion Bay. Located northeast of the Candelaria River, its northern coast features a ring of 
cenotes which surrounds an enriched zone of stishovite, the outer rim of a shock wave. FTP, name this large Central 
American peninsula which contains the crater Chicxulub (CHIK-shu-loob), the state of Quintana Roo, the ruins of Chichen 
Itza, and the cities of Chetumal, Merida, Tulum and Cancún. 

Answer: Yucatan Peninsula 



16. The two followings of a faith practiced by some of this city’s population of African descent are centered in its Casa de 
Nagô and Casa de Mina. This city shares the landform it is on with the Bacanga State Park, which protects its Batatã 
Reservoir. A national park consisting of interspersed sand dunes and lagoons like the Lagoa Azul is east of this city. 
The Mosquito Strait is a channel that separates this bauxite and hematite processing city from the mainland, and its location 
is called an island, but is in fact a peninsula between the mouths of the Mearim and Itapicuru (i-ta-pi-KU-ru) Rivers which is 
served by the industrial port of Itaqui (i-ta-KI). This city’s Teatro Arturo Acevedo is the second oldest in its nation, which 
considers this city its “Athens.” The city hall of this settlement is its Palacio de la Rivardière (pa-LA-syo de la ri-var-DIER), 
and exhibits a statue of its founder Daniel de la Touche (TOOSH), while a governor in this city dwells in its Palace of the 
Lions. FTP, name this city on São Marcos Bay, the only Brazilian city to have been founded by the French, and the capital of 
the state of Maranhão (ma-ran-YOW). 

Answer: São Luís da Maranhão 

17. The uplift of these mountains destroyed the ancient lake Obweruka (ob-we-ROO-ka). Routes through these 
mountains include the Bamwanjara (bam-wan-JA-ra) and Scott Elliott Passes. The Amba and Konjo people raise 
bananas on the east side of these mountains. Alternating rulers abolish or restore a kingdom that contains these 
mountains known as the Kingdom of Toro. The Semliki River eventually absorbs rivers that carve the canyons which 
dissect this range, and its Kilembe copper and cobalt mines are supplied via hydroelectricity from its Mubuku River. Mounts 
Gessi and Luigi di Savoia are two of its lesser peaks named by an expedition who named its highest peak for the queen of 
Italy. FTP, name this mountain range that extends from Lake Edward to Lake Albert, called the “Mountains of the Moon” by 
Ptolemy, a source of the Nile which contains Mt. Margherita as part of Mt. Stanley, the tallest peak in Uganda. 

Answer: Ruwenzori Mountains or Mountains of the Moon before mentioned 

18. The arquebus factories operating on the northern edge of this body of water influenced a medieval general to relocate 
there after abandoning Odani, building a castle that was later dismantled to build an identical one at Hikone on its 
eastern edge. A mountaintop near this body of water contains a temple associated with the merger of the Tendai 
branch of Buddhism with a figure known as the Mountain King, Sanno. That temple is Enryaku (en-RYA-ku) on Mount Hiei, 
below which the city of Takashima (ta-ka-SHI-ma) contains Shirahige (shi-ra-HEE-gay) Shrine, home to a floating tori gate. 
The Yodo River drains this body of water from the south, where it is crossed by the Rainbow Toll Bridge, ending at the city 
of Otsu. FTP, name this reservoir for nearby Kyoto, the largest lake in Japan, which is named for a type of lute. 

Answer: Lake Biwa-ko 

19. This river forms the traditional boundary between the Tuki and Eton peoples, and the Malimba dwell near its mouth. 
In the lands of the Mbum, the Agoua and Djérem Rivers join to form this river, after which it absorbs the Sese and 
the Yong at the site of its country’s chimpanzee rescue center. Between the barrages of Nachtigal and Song-Loulou, 
which create its main reservoirs, it receives its most important tributary, the Mbam. A bridge over the Dibamba 
River, which was named similarly to this river’s Japoma Bridge, was the subject of much confusion during a World War I 
invasion. This southwest-flowing river forms the southern boundary of a tropical forest that begins at the Cross River and is 
named for the Bioko and its region’s Atlantic Equatorial forest. Near its mouth it supplies power from a plant at Edéa, whose 
lines reach as far as Douala before entering the Bight of Biafra. FTP, name this chief river of Cameroon. 

Answer: Sanaga River 

20. The Doake and Kershaw Rumples are associated with drag on this feature that overlies Thiel Trough. Fletcher and 
Sky Train rises are found on this entity which is fed through Carlson Inlet. Mt. Austin sits at the head of Gardner 
Inlet, which is the northwestern limit of this feature. The Scaite and Latady Ranges, part of the Orville Coast, lies 
directly west of this feature that is interrupted by the Dodson Peninsula. This feature was first named for James 
Lassiter, while any land beneath it was named for a woman who was abandoned at Stonington Island while her husband 
explored its outer reaches. Berkner island partially separates this entity from an adjacent feature whose calving destroyed the 
German Filchner Research Station, which gives its name to an ice-tongue sometimes considered to be part of this feature. 
FTP, name this massive ice shelf that covers a large portion of the Weddell Sea in Lesser Antarctica. 

Answer: Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf 

21. A historian dwelling on this landmass currently resides at its Dolphin House. Round Rock is found in Nixon’s Harbor 
to its south. The Healing Hole is a tidally drained mineral rich pool at the end of a maze of channels on its eastern 
coast. The wreck of the Sapona is located off this island’s southern unit, which contains its settlement of Port Royal. 
Ernest Hemingway wrote To Have and Have Not while staying at this island’s Compleat Angler Hotel, and it forms the first 
act of the novel Islands in the Stream. This place, whose name means “twin island” in Lucayan, is administered with Cal Say 



Bank from its largest settlement of Alice Town. Another of its features has been controversially attributed to Zheng Ho, or to 
much earlier inhabitants. FTP, name this westernmost island of the Bahamas located 50 miles east of Miami, known for a 
submerged collection of natural beachrock blocks known as its namesake “road.” 

Answer: Bimini 

22. Kuuku-Ya’u, Lamu-Lamu and Guguyimidjir (gu-gu-YI-mi-jeer) are languages spoken on this peninsula. A stand of 
red cliffs on its west coast comprises a bauxite deposit which is mined at its town of Weipa on its Hay River Estuary. 
The McIlwraith Mountains form the backbone of this peninsula. Thursday Island is a settlement off its northern coast, 
which was the objective of an ill-fated expedition of a party of 13 whose leader was speared near Newcastle Bay. This 
peninsula’s main rivers are west-flowing and include the Archer and Mitchell Rivers. Cyclone Yasi caused significant 
damage to a city on this peninsula, and was the most expensive disaster to affect its nation. That city is known as the main 
access point for its state’s Wet Tropics region. This peninsula is defined by Cape Keer-Weer and Albatross Bay in the west 
and Princess Charlotte Bay and Cape Flattery in the east. FTP, name this peninsula that separates the Gulf of Carpentaria 
from the Coral Sea, home to the city of Cairns, Australia. 

Answer: Cape York Peninsula 

23. The first performance of the Serimpi Dances outside the Royal Kraton of Surakarta occurred in this city’s Pasar 
Melam Besar Festival, which is held in its Malieveld Park, and is now referred to as its Tong Tong Festival. This city’s 
Indian population celebrates Milan Day in its Zuiderpark. Growth in this city’s Bomen-en Bloemenbuurt (BO-men-en 
BLU-men-burt) District and Fruit Quarter has linked its urban development with that of Duindorp and Kijkduin (KEEK-
dween). This city’s Spui and Princegracht (PRIN-tse-grakt) districts were among the first mercantile districts in Europe. This 
city’s garden district is the Westland. Roger van der Weyden’s Lamentation of Christ is found in this city’s Mauritshuis 
(MO-rits-hwees) Museum. The first buildings in this city were built in its Binnenhof district south of an artificial lake called 
the Hofvijver (HOF-fee-ver), including its Ridderzaal, which hosts its nation’s parliament. FTP, name this administrative 
capital of the Netherlands and home to the International Court of Justice. 

Answer: The Hague or s’Gravenhage 

24. The archaeologist Sven Hedin is blamed for a series of discoveries in this region which resulted in the loss of most of 
its relics. One of those relics include a wooden panel depicting a figure smuggling silkworm eggs in her headdress 
found at the town of Dandan Oilik. The ruins of the ancient kingdoms of Karaxahr were discovered in this region. A 
cemetery known as Ördek’s Necropolis in this region is the largest source of mummies found to date, many of which are 
believed to have been Tocharian. A range known by one culture as The Tokhtakaz is becoming buried in the thick sands of 
this wasteland which includes the arc-like Mazartag Mountains. The Keriyan and Hotan are the only rivers remaining in this 
desert, whose aquifer drains east into the Lop Nur Basin. A planned railway known as the Golmud-Korla line is scheduled to 
cross this desert whose key Oasis towns of Yarkand, Miran and Kashgar receive most of their water from the Altun Shan, 
which bounds it to the south. Home to many Uighurs and occupying the Tarim Basin of southern Xinjiang, FTP, name this 
Western Chinese wasteland with a name meaning “desert of no return.” 

Answer: Taklamakan Shamo Desert or Tarim Basin until mentioned (prompt on “Xinjiang”) 

25. Paleolithic petroglyphs are found at this region’s cave of Badanj (ba-DAIN). An antiquated route into this region 
leads south through the pass of Ivan Sedlo. Dugo Field in its Blidinje (bli-DEEN-ye) Plateau is its main archaeological 
site and is known for its ornate stećci tombstones. The Sutjeska (sut-YES-ka) National Park is found in this region’s 
Bjelasnica (bye-las-NEE-tsa) Mountains in its south, which protects its highest point, Mt. Maglić (ma-GLITS). The eastern 
part of this region is its Trebinje (tre-BIN-ye) District. This region contains the Neum Strip, which provides its nation’s only 
access to the sea. A bridge over the Naretva River which was destroyed but rebuilt following its nation’s Post-Independence 
War is the main symbol of this region’s largest city. FTP, name this former duchy, a Balkan region surrounding the city of 
Mostar located south of its northern neighbor Bosnia. 

Answer: Herzegovina 

26. A linguist exploring canyons in this territory’s upper Rubas and Chirakh-nir basins claimed its Tabasaran speakers 
had the empirical maximum number of noun cases, with as many as 52, though a language of the Tsunta district 
known as Tsez could have more according to his classification. This territory’s native Jewish population, the Juhuri, 
dates from the 5th Century BC, but has been emigrating in record numbers. In its south, the swift rapids of its Sulak 
and Samur Rivers create deep gorges which are framed by the Gimrinsky and Andysky-Salatau (an-DI-ski SA-la-tau) 
Ranges. This territory’s many towers include its Naryn-Kala fortress and the Cala Koreish, its first mosque, on a fortified 
peak. In the north of this territory, the Kuma and Terek Rivers enclose the flatlands of the Nogay Steppe near the sandy 



Agrakhan Peninsula. The Dargwa language is spoken along its coast, on which Alexander’s Wall blocks the Iron Gate near 
the city of Derbent. FTP, name this autonomous republic whose more common tongues are Lezghi and Avar located in the 
northeastern Caucasus Mountains on the Caspian Sea whose capital is Makhachkala. 

Answer: Dagestan 

27. Coctaca contains a stone-walled terraced agricultural field associated with this feature. The Ocloya People, a division 
of the Kolla (KO-ya), founded its village of Iruya. The Laguna de Guayatayoc (gwa-ya-TA-yok) is a watering hole 
popular with flamingos in this place, and its San Francisco de Paula Church is famous for a mural depicting flamingo-
winged angels bearing firearms, the Los Angeles Arquebuceros. The Hoachichocana (wa-chi-cho-KA-na) and Pucará de 
Tilcara are pre-Colombian ruins associated with this feature. The Serránia de Hornocal (se-RA-ni-ya de OR-no-kal) is a ridge 
in this landscape which displays a jagged erosion compared to layered teeth, while the Hill of the Seven Colors is a striped 
badland formation near its village of Purmamarca. This gorge on the east side of the Puña extends to the town of La Quiaca, 
which is across the border from Villazon (bi-ya-ZON) in Bolivia. FTP, name this gorge of the Río Grande above its 
confluence with the Leone through which an ancient Incan trade route passes, found to the north of San Salvador de Jujuy 
(hoo-HUY) in Argentina. 

Answer: Quebrada de Humahuaca or Humahuaca Gorge, or Canyon, etc (prompt on “Altiplano,” “Puña,” etc) 

28. The steep northern flank of this structure contains Flanigan Arch and Ashdown Gorge, which are part of the 
Markagunt Plateau, which rose due to tilting along the Hurricane Fault, and water which rises along the Sevier Fault 
flows out of it at Pipe Spring at the base of one of its constituent formations. That formation’s surface makes up a 
plain southwest of the Kaiparowits (kai-PA-ro-wits) Plateau, is incised by the Paria River, and contains the Coyote 
Buttes. Red Canyon cuts through another of its formations, the Paunsaugunt (PON-sa-gunt) Plateau. Its high northern section 
is protected by Dixie National Forest and is drained by the Virgin River, and an eastern drainage flows into Glen Canyon. 
Zion Canyon is the deepest gorge within this structure which is composed of the Chocolate, Vermilion, White, Gray and Pink 
Cliffs. FTP, name this large structure which connects the Grand Canyon with Bryce Canyon, a collection of stacked plateaus 
which names part of a doubly-eponymous national monument in Utah with the canyons of the Escalante. 

Answer: the Grand Staircase (accept Markagunt Plateau or Pink Cliffs if given before “Markagunt Plateau” is mentioned; prompt 
on “Colorado Plateau”) 

29. A newspaper based in this city first published the poem “On Cape LeForce,” written by a resident of Prince Albert in 
anticipation of moving back to it. Beach Grove Forest lies in this city’s neighborhood of Lewis Point. This city was 
founded on the opposite bank of Warren Cove from the native village of Skmaqn. Its Victorian heritage includes its 
Peake’s Wharf Waterfront and the Beaconsfield Mansion. It is surrounded by a green space comprising the experimental 
Ravenwood Farm and the campus of Dunstan University. The Point Prim Lighthouse guards Hillsborough bay at the entrance 
to this city’s harbor at which the North and Elliott rivers merge. It was founded as Port La-Joie, whose site is now protected 
by Fort Amherst. A conference held in this city’s Province House led to its nation’s later acts of confederation. FTP, name 
this city on the Strait of Northumberland, the capital of Prince Edward Island. 

Answer: Charlottetown 

30. A kingdom on this island was based on trade with its Bajo sea nomads, who have several villages on the three reefs of 
the Togean Archipelago. The Minahasa are the chief ethnic group of this island’s north, while its south contains the 
rice terraces of Tana Toraja (TA-na to-RA-ja), whose inhabitants labor to spend their earnings on tomate funerary 
rites, including burial in cliffside graves. Australian cave art features the vessels of its indigenous Bugi population. Its 
interior valleys of Bada, Besoa and Napu include megalithic ruins protected by Lore Lindu National Park. Lake Poso is a 
source of wild orchids at the center of this island which is indented by the bays of Tolo, Bone and Tomini, and which features 
the peninsulas of Api and the long northern Tanjung Kandi. Known for its population of large butterflies, FTP, name this h-
shaped Indonsesian island administered from the city of Makassar. 

Answer: Sulawesi 

 

 

 

 

 



Tiebreakers 

31. The direct descendants of this city’s founders live in a district whose name means “enclosure of the guardian of the 
cornfields.” That district of Bosa is this city’s most economically disadvantaged. This city’s Usme district lies on the 
terminal moraine of a glacier that carved the Tunjuelo (tun-WE-lo) Valley. The moorland of the Sumapáz, the largest 
moor in the world, lies south of this city. The foundation site of this city is in dispute, as some claim the site of a former 
indigenous capital, Thybzaca (thib-SA-ka), and others the Chorro de Quevedo. The Colpatria Tower is the second tallest 
skyscraper in this city. The Tequendama Falls are located southwest of this city. The eastern Cerro de Monserrate towers 
over this city whose Plaza de Santander serves as capital of Cundinamarca district. Its Catedral Primada contains the grave of 
its founder Gonzalo Jiménez de Quesada. This city’s center, which contains the Teatro Colón, is La Candelaria and centers 
on its Plaza Bolivar. FTP, name this home of the presidential Casa Nariño, the capital of Colombia. 

Answer: Bogota 

32. Sticky travertine deposited by this city’s Buatong Waterfall enables it to be climbed barefoot. Covered truck taxis 
called Songathew serve this city, where they can be found about its Wararat and Ton Yom Lai marketplaces. Banana-
leaf candle boats called krathong are released during a festival known as Yi Peng in this city, which also involves the 
launching of sky lanterns. This city supplanted Wiang Kum Kam as capital during its hegemony, founding a kingdom that 
names the major dialect spoken in this city, that of the Lanna. The Doi Suthep Highlands overlook this city from the west, 
contain Phu Phing Palace, its nation’s monarchs’ summer residence, and houses the most important statue of the Buddha 
venerated in the north of its country. Hill tribes such as the Lisu, Hmong and Karen surround this highland city. FTP, name 
this third largest and chief northern city of Thailand. 

Answer: Chang Mai 

33. A 2013 UN Survey found that 62% of the men on this island had committed some form of rape. Rotokas and Halia are 
the dominant languages of this island’s main language families. Sohano Island housed the colonial government of this 
island. This island’s Torao and Naasioi People were forcibly removed from their village at Arawa in 1969. The 
southern half of this island is dominated by the Crown Prince Range and is economically depressed, while the developed 
northern half contains the Emperor Range, which includes its active Bagana Volcano. Operation Cartwheel saw this island’s 
Empress Augusta Bay host a US Air Base at Torokina. Dissatisfaction with a subsidiary of Conzinc-Rio Tinto fomented a 
secession movement on this island opposed to its Panguna Copper Mine in the 1980s. FTP, name this autonomous island in 
Papua New Guinea that was once part of its North Solomons Province with capital Buka. 

Answer: Bougainville 


